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Valtra work clothes are well known for their good 
quality, versatility, and fit. They are functional, 

stylish and made with materials that can withstand 
heavy use. Whether for summer or winter work, 

Valtra work clothes never let you down.
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WORKWEAR
TESTED UNDER EXTREME CONDITIONS. JUST LIKE YOU.
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The traditional overalls are quick and 
easy to put on when you need protection 

against dust and dirt. Tested during actual 
work, just like our other workwear. Our 
workwear includes plenty of pockets, 

functional details and reinforced sections 
to ensure that the garments remain 
good conditions, even in areas more 

prone to wear. In addition, they are well-
fitted and comfortable to wear. Valtra’s 

internationally praised, test-winning 
overalls are availablein various options 

suitable for kids, women and men.

Several multipurpose pockets, including a chest pocket 
with zip, side pockets, pen pocket anda large cargo 
pocket. Front zip protected by a press-stud storm 
flap. Easy to put on with zip fasteners in the legs. The 
overalls feature belt loops and a hammer strap. Press 
studs in the cuffs. Elasticated at the back. Reflective 
detailsprovide added visibility in the dark and increase 
safety. Wash at 60 degrees. Lightweight but highly 
durable material, 65 % polyester, 35 % cotton.

OVERALLS
XS  V42805001 
S  V42805002 
M  V42805003 
L  V42805004 
XL  V42805005 
XXL  V42805006 
XXXL  V42805007 
XXXXL  V42805008

Front pockets with 
access to your own 

pockets if you wear the 
overalls over your own 

trousers

Belt loops: belt 
ensures that the 
waist and crutch 

stay in place

Phone pocket within 
hearing distance 

Breast pocket with zip 
Convenient pen pocket

Elastic waistband for improved 
fit keeps waist in place and 

makes the overalls suitable for 
different body types

Front flap protects zip 
from dirt and from wear 

and tear

Short leg zips make it easy to get 
boots on or put the overalls on 

while wearing shoes
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Several multipurpose pockets, including chest 
pockets with zips, pen pockets and a cargo 
pocketwith press-studs. Front zip protected 
by apress-stud storm flap. Easy to put on with 
zipfasteners in the legs. Elasticated cuffs.Waist 
elasticated at the back. White tractor printon the 
back. Reflective details provide added visibility in 
the dark and increase safety. Wash at 60 degrees. 
Lightweight but highly durable material, 65 % 
polyester, 35 % cotton.

KIDS’ SUMMER OVERALLS
90 cm   V42800090 
100 cm   V42800100 
110 cm   V42800110 
120 cm   V42800120 
130 cm   V42800130 
140 cm   V42800140 
150 cm   V42800150



The stretchy gussets on the sides, elastic 
band on the waist at the back and stretchy, 
adjustable cuffs ensure proper fit in a 
range of working positions. Highly versatile 
pockets. Durable kneepad pockets made of 
Cordura fabric. Wash at 60 degrees. Highly 
durable, wrinkle-resistant material, 65 % 
polyester, 35 % cotton.

DUNGAREES
XS  V42609301 
S  V42609302 
M  V42609303 
L  V42609304 
XL  V42609305 
XXL  V42609306 
XXXL  V42609307 
XXXXL  V42609308

Versatile overalls equipped with functional 
details. The stretchy shoulder and back 
section ensures comfort in a range of 
working positions. Versatile pockets: 
chest, phone, pen, side, cargo, back, and 
ruler pocket. Loops for belt, hammer and 
additional gear. Reflective strip on the 
cargo pocket. Kneepad pockets made 
of highly durable Cordura fabric. Design 
allows for a 4-cm extension on the legs. 
Wash at 60 degrees. 65 % polyester,  
35 % cotton.

SLEEVELESS OVERALLS
S  V42805302 
M  V42805303 
L  V42805304 
XL  V42805305 
XXL  V42805306 
XXXL  V42805307 
XXXXL  V42805308

The ribbed back 
is comfortable 
and breathable 
and allows you to 
crouch and stretch 
your arms.

Phone pocket within 
hearing distance and 

convenient pen pocket

Tool holder, Hammer 
loop, Knife button 

and loop

Large cargo 
pocket. Ruler 

pocket with 
detachable 

bottom ensures 
that tool does 

not press on the 
hollow of the 

knee

Design allows 
for crouching: 
the crutch 
is not 
uncomfortable 
during work

Kneepad pockets 
made of highly 
durable Cordura 
fabric. Inserting 
kneepads makes 
working on your 
knees more 
comfortable

Design allows for 
4 cm extension on 
legs: turned hem can 
be unstitched and 
extended
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Aukeamaa yritetään 
muokata niin että strech-

housut mahtuvat tälle 
aukeamalle.

Tuplavetoketjuhaalari 
isommaksi.

Chest pocket with zip, phone and pen pocket. Side 
pockets with zips and an open inner pocket. The front 
zip is protected by a press-stud storm flap. Straight 
hem and sleeves with Velcro adjustment. Reflective 
details provide added visibility in the dark and increase 
safety. Lightweight but highly durable material 65 % 
polyester, 35 % cotton. Wash at 60 degrees. 

SUMMER WORK JACKET
S  V42805102 
M  V42805103 
L  V42805104 
XL  V42805105 
XXL  V42805106 
XXXL  V42805107

Several versatile pockets, such as cargo pockets 
with flaps, a phone and pocket, front and back 
pockets. The elasticated waist increases comfort. 
Design allows for a 4-cm extension on the legs. 
Lightweight but highly durable material 65 % 
polyester, 35 % cotton. Wash at 60 degrees.

SUMMER WORK TROUSERS
S  V42805202  
M  V42805203 
L  V42805204 
XL  V42805205 
XXL  V42805206 
XXXL  V42805207
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Several multipurpose pockets, including a chest pocket with zip, phone pocket, pen 
pocket and side pockets. Press studs in the cuffs. Elasticated at the back. Two full-
length zips from the neck to the legs. Lightweight but highly durable material  
65 % polyester, 35 % cotton. Wash at 60 degrees.

DOUBLE-ZIP OVERALLS
S  V42609002 
M  V42609003 
L  V42609004 
XL  V42609005 
XXL  V42609006 
XXXL  V42609007 
XXXXL  V42609008

The men’s dark grey 
T-shirt has black raglan 
sleeves. White logo print 
on the chest and the 
text Work Smart. Live 
More. printed on the 
right sleeve. The dark 
heather grey body of 
the shirt is made from 
80 % cotton and 20 % 
polyester, the sleeves 
are 100 % cotton.

T-SHIRT
S  V42802902 
M  V42802903 
L  V42802904 
XL  V42802905 
XXL  V42802906 
XXXL  V42802907
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Black athletic socks with woven white and red 
stripes and the Valtra logo on the side. The 
sole is made with a thicker terry knit, including 
woven text. Material 80 % cotton,  
15 % polyamide, 5 % elastane.

39-42 V42802915 
43-46 V42802916

ATHLETIC SOCKS 

Stylish and comfortable 
elastic leisure pants with 
zipped side pockets, folded 
thigh pockets and two back 
pockets. The knees have 
space-setting shapes and 
the waist has a rubber 
band and belt loops. There 
are 4 cm extension arms 
and reflective spines. In 
addition, the Valtra logo 
print can be found on the 
thigh pocket. The material 
of the black parts of the 
trousers is superstretch: 
90 % polyamide and 10 
% elastane, 240 g/m2. 
Mechanical elasticity of the 
dark grey material parts:  
100 % polyester, 200 g/m2. 
Wash at 60 degrees.

PANTS
44  V42806144 
46  V42806146 
48  V42806148 
50  V42806150 
52  V42806152 
54  V42806154 
56  V42806156 
58  V42806158 
60  V42806160 
62  V42806162 
64  V 42806164

Thanks to their 
flexibility, these 

pants are especially 
comfortable to wear  

– they are like a second 
skin. From our wide 

range of sizes, you will 
find the pants that are 

just right for you.
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Multipurpose jacket with quilted 80 g wadding. The high collar lined 
with soft material protects you against the cold.Easy to use chest 
pockets with zips. Side pockets with zips.Two inside breast pockets. 
The front zip is protected by a Velcro storm flap. Velcro adjustment 
for the hem on the sides. Elastic band and Velcro adjustment on 
the cuffs. Reflective detailsprovide added visibility in the dark and 
increase safety. Durable waterproof material 73 % polyamide, 27 % 
polyurethane. Wash at 40 degrees.

WINTER JACKET
S  V42808102 
M  V42808103 
L  V42808104 
XL  V42808105 
XXL  V42808106 
XXXL  V42808107 
XXXXL  V42808108
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Technical underwear set contains long-sleeve 
shirt and pants. The shirt has a logo on the chest. 
The elastic waistband of the pants has woven 
text. Material made of 100 % polyester.

TECHNICAL UNDERWEAR
S V42805502 
M V42805503 
L V42805504 
XL V42805505 
XXL V42805506

Technical work and leisure sock designed for winter 
use. Multilayer structure transfers moisture to outer 
layers. A good match for Gore-Tex footwear. Material: 
34 % wool, 3 2% polyacrylic, 20 % polypropylene, 
10 % polyamide, 4 % Lycra. Made in Finland.

39–41  V42803715 
40–42  V42803716 
43–45  V42803717

SOCKS

Trousers with suspenders and 60 g wadding. The 
slightly raised waist protects your lower back and 
lumbar region from the cold. The elastic band on the 
waist at the back increases comfort. The large front 
pockets are lined with soft material. Detachable, 
stretchy suspenders. the cargo pocket is secured 
with a Velcro strip. zips and snow gaiters on the legs. 
Velcro adjustment on the cuffs. Reflective details 
provide added visibility in the dark and increase 
safety. Durable waterproof material 73 % polyamide, 
27 % polyurethane. Wash at 40 degrees.

WINTER TROUSERS
S  V42808302 
M V42808303 
L  V42808304 
XL  V42808305 
XXL  V42808306 
XXXL  V42808307 
XXXXL  V42808308
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Fur hat with faux fur and fleece lining. 
Buttons at the sides allow you to lift the 
flaps up where necessary. Chin strap 
secured with a press stud. Flashy 3D 
embroidery on the front. Reflective 
logo patch on the back. Material 100 % 
polyester. Color: black

V42809000

WINTER HAT

Durable work gloves for professionals. Palm made from softshell material with 
breathable 3-layer waterproof coating. Silicone webbing provides strong hold. 
Front made from 100 % nylon. Lining made from soft acrylic fleece. 
Velcro-type fastening on the wrist.

7 V42701302 
8 V42701303 
9 V42701304 
10 V42701305 
11 V42701306

WORK GLOVES
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Very warm overalls with 80 g quilted wadding 
for harsh conditions. Many practical features: 
zip breast and side pockets, inner pockets, 
detachable and padded hood, water-repellent leg 
material. Easy to put on with leg zips reaching 
from ankle to thigh.

Elasticated waist with belt loops. Sleeves 
lined with warm ribbing. Cuffs adjustable with 
Velcro straps. The front zip is protected by a 
Velcro storm flap. Reflective logo print on back, 
along with other reflective details, increases 
visibility in the dark and improves safety. All 
reflective material by 3M. Durable material: 70 % 
polyester, 30 % cotton, 240 g/m2.

WINTER OVERALLS
XS  V42809101 
S  V42809102 
M  V42809103 
L  V42809104 
XL  V42809105 
XXL  V42809106 
XXXL  V42809107 
XXXXL  V42809108
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Warm overalls with quilted 80 g wadding. Padded, 
detachable hood with press studs. Water-repellant 
material on the lower half of the legs in front and 
throughout in the back. Snow gaiters and detachable 
elastic boot straps with button fastening. Elasticated 
waist. Sleeves are lined with warm ribbing. The front 
zip is protected by a Velcro storm flap. The zips on 
the legs are also covered by flaps. Side pockets with 
zips. Tractor print on the back. 20 mm wide reflective 
stripes on the sleeves, legs, and the front. Water and 
dirt-repellant material: 67 % polyester, 33 % cotton, 
240 g/m². Wadding 80 g/m². Water-repellant material 
on the legs: 73 % polyamide, 27 % polyurethane, 
205 g/m².

KIDS’ WINTER OVERALLS
90 cm  V42808090 
100 cm  V42808100 
110 cm  V42808110 
120 cm  V42808120 
130 cm  V42808130 
140 cm  V42808140 
150 cm  V42808150

Striped beanie with elastic woolen knitting. Material 50 % cotton, 
50 % acrylic. Inner lining 100% cotton. Manufactured in Finland.

V42801460

KIDS’ BEANIE

Detachable hood 
with zip fastening and 

drawstring

Breast pockets 
with zips. 

Phone pocket 
protected 

by zip

Reflective 
details on 
shoulders 

and sleeves

Front flap 
protects zip 
from dirt and 
from wear 
and tear

Front pockets 
with zips

Flap-protected  
zips running the  

entire length of the  
legs make it easy  

to get the overalls on

Water-repellent mate-
rial at the backs of the 
legs and at the bottom 
of the front of the legs

Adjustable cuffs 
with Velcro straps, 
soft ribbing on 
the inside

Elastic 
waistband for 
improved fit 
keeps waist 
in place and 
makes the 
overalls suitab-
le for different 
body types

Slanting, wide reflector 
on leg improves visibility
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SAFETY WORKWEAR

Valtra’s safety workwear comprises standard 
safety clothing you can use to ensure your 

visibility when working with heavy machinery or 
in a low light working environment. Highly visible 
clothing makes it easier for others to notice you 
in dark and low light conditions. The fluorescent 

orange Hi-Viz color of Valtra safety clothing 
reflects light efficiently back towards the source. 

High-visibility clothing compliant with the EN ISO 
20471:2013 standard is intended for situations 

where it is extremely important to remain visible 
and stand out, such as during various working 

duties. These garments remain highly visible in all 
light conditions – in the daylight, dusk or dark.

VISIBILITY INCREASES SAFETY AT WORK
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FIEN ISO 20471 class 2. Breathanle, comfortable 
material: 55 % cotton, 45 % polyester. Ribbed collar. 
Printed reflectors. Color: orange.

T-SHIRT
S V42809402 
M V42809403 
L V42809404 
XL V42809405 
XXL V42809406 
XXXL V42809407

EN ISO 20471:2013 class 1. The shorts are designedfor 
warm weather with a stretchy, lightweight material and 
printed, flexible reflectors. Large cargo, side and back 
pockets secured with flaps or zips. The elasticated 
waist ensures comfort in a range of working positions 
and provides a good fit for various body types. Kneepad 
pockets are made of durable Cordura fabric. ¾-length 
legs. A Valtra print on the cargo pocket. Material: black: 
superstretch 90 % polyamide 10 % elastane, 250 g/m², 
orange: 100 % polyester, 200g/m², mechanical stretch.

HI-VIZ SHORTS
S V42809502 
M V42809503 
L V42809504 
XL V42809505 
XXL V42809506 
XXXL V42809507

EN ISO 20471:2013 class 3. Class 3 visibility, the 
highest class specified in the standard, is provided by 
a combination of printed reflectors and the fluorescent 
fabric of the jacket. The jacket has chest and front 
pockets with zips and Velcro-adjusted hem and cuffs. 
Open breast pocket on the inside. The jacket has a high 
collar and a storm flap under the zip. Valtra logo print 
on the back and the chest. The stretchy and durable 
material repels water and dirt. Orange: stretch 76 % 
polyester 20 % cotton 4 % elastane, 245 g/m², black: 
superstretch 90 % polyamide 10 % elastane, 240 g/m².

HI-VIZ JACKET
S V42809202 
M V42809203 
L V42809204 
XL V42809205 
XXL V42809206 
XXXL V42809207

EN ISO 20471:2013 class 1. Visibility is ensured by the 
combination of sturdy, stitched reflectors and reflective 
fabric. The trousers have large cargo pockets secured 
with Velcro and pockets on the front and the back. The 
elasticated waist ensures good fit in a range of working 
positions. The design allows for a 4-cm extension on 
the legs and the knees are darted to allow for better 
mobility. The lightweight, durable and breathable four-
way stretch material at the top ensures your comfort 
in various working positions in warm conditions. A 
Valtra logo print on the cargo pocket. The trousers can 
be combined with a Hi-Viz work jacket, for example, 
to provide class 3 visibility, which is the highest class 
specified in the standard. Material: black: superstretch 
90 % PA 10 % EL, 240 g/m² dark grey: mechanical 
stretch, 100 % PES, 200g/ m², orange: stretch 76 % 
polyester 20 % cotton 4 % elastane, 245 g/m².

HI-VIZ WORK TROUSERS
44 V42809344 
46 V42809346 
48 V42809348 
50 V42809350 
52 V42809352 
54 V42809354 
56 V42809356 
58 V42809358 
60 V42809360 
62 V42809362 
64 V42809364
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EN ISO 20471:2013 class 3. The fluorescent fabric of 
the winter jacket combines with printed reflectors to 
provide class 3 visibility, the highest class specified 
in the standard. The jacket has a laminated shell 
made from breathable, water-resistant and windproof 
ripstop material, and warm, lightweight 80 g Thinsulate 
wadding. The detachable and adjustable hood is 
secured with press-studs. Velcro adjustment on the 
cuffs and hem. Cuffs are lined with warm ribbing. Front 
and chest pockets with zip on the outside and a breast 
pocket with zip and an open tablet pocket on the inside. 
Valtra logo print on the back and the chest. Material: 
orange 77 % polyester, 23 % polyurethane, 260 g/m², 
ripstop, black 73 % polyamide, 27 % polyurethane,  
205 g/m². 80 g/m² Thinsulate wadding.

HI-VIZ WINTER JACKET
S V42809602 
M V42809603 
L V42809604 
XL V42809605 
XXL V42809606 
XXXL V42809607

It is important to ensure the cleanliness of high-visibility clothing by, for example washing or 
replacing the garments sufficiently often, as dirt reduces the visibility of the materials. You 
should replace your garments if a reflector or the color of the material has clearly faded or 

dirt does not come of in the wash. You can compare the color of your Hi-Viz clothing with new 
garments, for example. It is advisable to replace your garments if a reflector or the fabric 
is noticeably worn out or otherwise damaged. High-visibility clothing should be washed 

according to the instructions, together with similar colors.

The collar is lined with soft, warm material.

Chest pockets with  
zips are covered with flaps.

The storm flap at the front protects 
against the wind and keeps the zip clean. 
The storm flap is secured with Velcro.

Printed Valtra logo on the chest and the back.

Inside breast pocket with zip andan 
internal tablet pocket

Elbow darts improve  
the shape of the sleeves.

Adjustable Velcro strapson the 
cuffs. Soft ribbing inside the cuff to 
protects your wrists against snow 

and cold air.

Front pockets with  
zips are covered with flaps.

Laskokset kyynärpäissä 
antavat muotoa hihalle.

Convenient Velcro strap adjustment 
on the hem at the back

Detachable hood secured with press 
studsThe string and Velcro straps 
allow you to adjust the fit.

The modern, printed 
reflectorsensure visibility together 

with the Hi-Viz material.

The laminated shell is made from breathable,  
water-resistant and windproof ripstop material.  

The warm, lightweight Thinsulate wadding works  
perfectly with the shell material in cold conditions.

The jacket meets the class 3 requirements 
of the EN ISO 20471 standardfor visibility 
with reflectors, fluorescent material, and 
design compliant with the standard.
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EN ISO 20471:2013 class 1. EN 342.The combination 
of the wide, stitched reflectors and the fluorescent 
material of the winter trousers ensures visibility. The 
stretchy, detachable and adjustable suspenders 
prevent the trousers from shifting in a range of 
working positions. Snow gaiters on the inside of the 
with zips for increased convenience. The raised back 
section keeps your lower back warm and the elastic 
band ensures good fit. Large, secure cargo and front 
pockets. Kneepad pockets placed on the inside. 
Printed Valtra logo on the cargo pocket. The winter 
trousers include 80 g Thinsulate wadding and they 
meet the requirements of the EN 342 standard for 
protection against the cold. Highly durable, water and 
dirt-repellant material made from 70 % polyester, 30 % 
cotton, 245 g/m²

HI-VIZ WINTER TROUSERS
46 V42809746 
48 V42809748 
50 V42809750 
52 V42809752 
54 V42809754 
56 V42809756 
58 V42809758 
60 V42809760 
62 V42809762 
64 V42809764

The trousers meet  
the requirements of the EN 342 

standard for protection against cold in 
terms of the materials and design.

Detachable and adjustable suspenders ensure 
good fit both on the move and in a range of 
working positions. The elasticated suspenders 
also increase comfort.

Belt loops. You can use a belt to 
prevent the waist and crotch area 
from shifting when you move.

Front pockets

Large cargo  
pocketswith a Velcro flap

Printed Valtra logo.

The kneepad pockets are placedon 
the inside for protection. You can 
protect your knees while working 
by slipping the separately available 
kneepads into the pockets.

The loop at the back allows you to 
hang the trousers on a coat rack.

Raised at the rear to keep your lower back

Sturdy, stitched 
reflectorsensure 

visibility together with 
the Hi-Viz material.

Easy to put on due to the leg zips.The 
zip is protected against dirt by a flap. 

The storm flap is secured with Velcro.

Elasticated waist ensures comfortin a 
range of working positions and provides a 

good fit for various body types.

Snow gaiters on the insidekeep 
snow and dirt from reaching 
inside your shoes.

The durable, water and dirt-repellant 
material is perfect for outdoor work in 
both the summer and winter.

The warm and breathable Thinsulate 
material works well with the shell fabric 
in winter conditions.

The high-visibility clothing is made 
from high-quality materials that meet 
the requirements of the EN ISO 20471 
standard for visibility with reflectors, 

fluorescent material, and design 
compliant with the standard. The 

clothes are also stylish and comfortable 
to wear. Ensure your safety by choosing 

high-visibility workwear by Valtra!
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Soft, double-layered knit beanie. 
Unfolded design. Woven Valtra 
logo patch on the cuff. Material 
100 % supersoft acrylic. Color: 
orange

V42801020

BEANIE

BEANIE
Warm, double-layered and reversible knit hat for cold weather.  
Woven Valtra logo patch. Material 100 % acrylic. Color: grey/orange.

V42801010

Snapback baseball cap.  
Embroidered Valtra logo on the front. 
Material: 100 % polyester.  
Color: orange/black.

V42801000

CAP
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KIDS’ S LEEVELESS  WINTER OVERAL
The wide, sewn-on reflectors of these overalls ensure the visibilityof your 
child in the dark. The knees and seat are reinforced with water-resistant 
and highly durable material. The raised waist protects the wearer against 
snow and cold air. Stretchy, adjustable suspenders with quick-release 
buckles. The elasticated waist improves the fit and ensures that the 
overalls are suitable for various body types. Snow gaiters inside the 
legs provide protection and keep snow and dirt from reaching inside the 
shoes. The legs also have zips and detachable and adjustable elasticated 
loops. Warm 80 g Thinsulate wadding. Durable, water and dirt-repellant 
material 70 % polyester, 30 % cotton, 245 g/m².

100 cm V42804100 
110 cm V42804110 
120 cm V42804120 
130 cm V42804130 
140 cm V42804140 
150 cm V42804150 
160 cm V42804160

KIDS’ WINTER JACKET
Visibility of your child is ensured by the sturdy, stitched reflectors and 
the reflective fabric of the winter jacket. The detachable hood is secured 
with press-studs. The collar is lined with soft, warm material. A storm flap 
secured by Velcro protects the zip against dirt and damage. The cuffs 
are equipped with adjustable Velcro straps and soft, warm ribbing on the 
inside. Side pockets, inside breast pocket, and chest pockets with zips. 
Elastic band on the hem for adjustment. Valtra print on the back and a 
rubber badge on the front. The winter jacket has warm 80 g Thinsulate 
wadding and a durable 70 % polyester, 30 % cotton, 245 g/m² shell.

100 cm V42803100 
110 cm V42803110 
120 cm V42803120 
130 cm V42803130 
140 cm V42803140 
150 cm V42803150 
160 cm V42803160
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Unlimited products have gone through 
updates. Search for quality, great looking 
and comfortable to wear from the Valtra 

Unlimited selection to find top-quality 
Valtra products. Be the king of the hill!
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VALTRA UNLIMITED
YOU WILL FIND THE WORK WE´LL FIND THE WAY

– DEMAND MORE FROM YOUR WORK WEAR



Waterproof and windproof lightweight softshell jacket 
with extra-high collar and a thin, waterproof hood. 
The shoulders and flanks have a reinforcement fabric, 
and underneath the oblique front zip is a windscreen 
for the entire length. The Unlimited jacket features 
spacious zipped pockets, a chest pocket and a pocket 
for example on a tablet. The sleeve has a reflective 
Valtra Unlimited print and a sleeve at the cuff. The 
hem also has a comfortable drawstring, and the 
jacket also features reflective sleeves on the sleeve 
and the back. The material is softshell, 195 g/m2.

JACKET
S  V42806202 
M  V42806203 
L  V42806204 
XL  V42806205 
XXL  V42806206 
XXXL  V42806207

The remodeled Unlimited jacket has a 
sporty cut and sizing. The lightweight 

jacket protects you from different weather 
conditions when needed, but also works as 
a smock for flexibility. With this jacket you 

will separate from the mass!

Unlimited trousers include double pockets, thigh 
pockets, phone and accessories pockets and two back 
pockets. The knees have space to provide darts. The 
trousers have Cordura reinforcements on the knees 
and at the back of the leg there is an extension or 
shortening of 5 cm. In addition, the work trousers have 
a reflective back on the leg and a reflective Valtra print 
on the thigh pocket. There is a practical thinner and 
breathable fabric on the knee paddle and top of the 
back. Material 54 % polyester, 43 % cotton and 3 % 
EOL (XLA), 285 g/m2, stretch fabric, 40 % cotton, 30 % 
polyester and 30 % EME (T400 Lycra), 205 g/m2.

WORK TROUSERS
44    V42806344 
46    V42806346 
48    V42806348 
50    V42806350 
52    V42806352 
54    V42806354 
56    V42806356 
58    V42806358 
60    V42806360 
62    V42806362 
64    V42806364

Unlimited trousers have now been 
renewed! The new trousers focus on 
comfort – the flexibility is where you 

need it most. In addition to flexibility, the 
material of the trousers is very durable. 

From our wide range of sizes, you will find 
the pants that are just right for you.
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Brushed stainless steel tachometer 
chronograph with durable mineral glass and 
date display. The Unlimited wristwatch is 
leather and has red stitching. The width of the 
wristband is 22 mm. The watch face has a 
diameter of 43.5 mm and features the Valtra 
Unlimited logo. The watch is rated 10 ATM 
waterproof and the mechanism is manufactured 
in Japan by Citizen OS10. The wristwatch is 
packed in a round, lid-shaped tin box.

WRISTWATCH
V42801670

The Unlimited polo shirt combines the comfort 
of cotton with practical technical features. The 
shirt features Valtra Unlimited logo embroidery 
on the chest. The material is 52 % cotton, 45 % 
polyester and 3 % elastane, 190 g/m2, colour 
melted anthracite grey.

POLO SHIRT
S  V42805602 
M  V42805603 
L  V42805604 
XL  V42805605 
XXL  V42805606 
XXXL  V42805607



LEISURE
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LEISURE
Valtra’s casual clothes are suitable for those who prefer 

a relaxed style whatever the occasion or season. The 
collection features stylish and comfortable clothes 

that are also perfect for leisure time. Straightforward, 
premium clothes for men and women.
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A casual black and white checkered shirt made 
from soft cotton. The shirt has two chest pockets 
and a Kent collar. Embroidered Valtra logo on the 
left chest pocket. Red contrast cuffs and button 
strip. Material 100 % cotton poplin 105 g/m2.

MEN’S SHIRT
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A casual black and white checkered shirt made 
from comfortable cotton. The fitted shirt has a 
Kent collar and red contrast cuffs and button 
strip. Embroidered Valtra logo on the left side 
of the chest. Material 100 % cotton poplin 105 
g/m2.

WOMEN’S SHIRT
S V42806012 
M V42806013 
L V42806014 
XL V42806015 
XXL V42806016

S V42806002 
M V42806003 
L V42806004 
XL V42806005 
XXL V42806006 
XXXL V42806007

Lightly padded vest with diagonal quilting.Stylish, 
well-fitting unisex model with rib collar.Front zip, 
chest and side pockets with zips. Reflective print 
on the back and on theleft side of the chest. 
Color: dark grey.Material: shell 100 % polyester, 
60 g/m2, lining 100 % polyester, 40 g/m2.

PADDED VEST
XS V42806211 
S V42806212 
M V42806213 
L V42806214 
XL V42806215 
XXL V42806216 
XXXL V42806217

This lightweight vest can be worn 
almost throughout the year, both in 

the autumn and the spring, but also as 
a mid-layer during the colder season. 

The stylish grey vest is suitable for 
both women and men and can be 

easily matched with different outfits.
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Sporty, well-fitting soft shell jacket for women. 
Windproof, water repellent and flexible material. 
Zippered chest pocket and lower pockets. In bottom 
pockets warm interior surface. Open inside pockets. 
The short wind flap under the front zipper protects the 
neck and chin. Straight hem with grip. Velcro cuffs 3M 
reflectors in sleeves with front and rear yokes. Material 
made from 86 % polyester, 12 % polyurethane, 2 % 
elastane. Color: grey marl-black.

WOMEN’S SOFT SHELL JACKET
XS V42804111 
S V42804112 
M V42804113 
L V42804114 
XL V42804115 
XXL V42804116

Casual, sporty soft shell jacket for men. Windproof, 
water repellent and flexible material. Zippered chest 
pocket, sleeve pocket and lower pockets. In bottom 
pockets warm interior surface. Open, spacious inner 
pockets. The short wind flap under the zipper protects 
the neck and chin. Straight hem with grip. Velcro cuffs 
3M reflectors in sleeves with front and rear yokes. 
Material made from 86 % polyester, 12 % polyurethane, 
2 % elastane. Color: grey marl-black.

SOFT SHELL JACKET
S V42804002 
M V42804003 
L V42804004 
XL V42804005 
XXL V42804006 
XXXL V42804007

Zipper hoodie with front pockets. Valtra logo application 
on the chest. Contrast colored inner hood. Material 
made of 60 % cotton, 40 % polyester, 320 g. Brushed 
inner surface. Color: grey marl.

WOMEN’S HOODIE
S V42805212 
M V42805213 
L V42805214 
XL V42805215 
XXL V42805216

Zipper hoodie with front pockets. Valtra logo application 
on the chest. Contrast colored inner hood. Material 
made of 60 % cotton, 40 % polyester, 320 g. Brushed 
inner surface. Color: grey marl.

HOODIE
S V42805112 
M V42805113 
L V42805114 
XL V42805115 
XXL V42805116 
XXXL V42805117
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Sublimation printed T-shirt with a large and 
impressive print on a tractor theme. Valtra 
logo printing is on the back of the shirt. The 
material of the front piece of the T-shirt is 100 % 
polyester, 180 g, and sleeves and backpiece of 
100 % cotton, 180 g.

T-SHIRT
XS  V42803401 
S  V42803402 
M  V42803403 
L  V42803404 
XL  V42803405 
XXL  V42803406 
XXXL  V42803407

Sweatshirt with impressive sublimation print. 
The rib sleeves and hem have rib cuffs. The 
material of the front of the sweatshirt is 50 % 
cotton and 50 % polyester, 200 g/m2, sleeves 
and a back piece of cotton, 280 g/m2.

SWEATSHIRT
XS  V42803301 
S  V42803302 
M  V42803303 
L  V42803304 
XL  V42803305 
XXL  V42803306 
XXXL  V42803307

Stylish, lightly padded black jacket with a non-
stitching hot-pressed design. In the inner lining, 
the Valtra logo and tractor are pressed down. 
The jacket has practical zipped pockets on the 
sides and the hood is adjustable with strings. In 
addition, the jacket has a zipped pocket and a 
sleeve with a Valtra silicone print. The material 
of the jacket is 100 % polyester.

LIGHT PADDED JACKET
XS  V42800441 
S  V42800442 
M  V42800443 
L  V42800444 
XL  V42800445 
XXL  V42800446 
XXXL V42800447
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Knitted fleece with zippered side pockets and chest 
pockets. Reflective logo imprint on the chest and 
neck. Material 100 % polyester 260 g. 
Color: light grey marl.

FLEECE JACKET
S V42800502 
M V42800503 
L V42800504 
XL V42800505 
XXL V42800506 
XXXL V42800507

Classic grey-mottled polo 
shirt with rib cuffs at the 
collar and cuffs. Silicone 
Valtra logo printing on the 
front and back of the shirt. 
The material of the polo 
shirt is 48 % cotton, 48 % 
polyester and 5 % elastane.

POLO SHIRT
S  V42807402 
M  V42807403 
L  V42807404 
XL  V42807405 
XXL  V42807406 
XXXL V42807407

Classic women’s grey-
mottled polo shirt with rib 
knits and cuffs on the collar. 
Silicone Valtra logo printing 
on the front and back of the 
shirt. The material of the 
polo shirt is 48 % cotton, 
48 % polyester and 5 % 
elastane.

WOMEN’S POLO SHIRT
S  V42807412 
M  V42807413 
L  V42807414 
XL  V42807415 
XXL  V42807416

Black piqué with white 
details. Embroidered logo 
on the front. Print on the 
back. 100 % cotton.

POLO SHIRT
S  V42807202 
M  V42807203 
L  V42807204 
XL  V42807205 
XXL  V42807206 
XXXL  V42807207

Comfortably fitting women’s fleece jacket with zipped 
side pockets and chest pocket. On the knit fleece chest 
and neck there is a reflective Valtra logo print. The 
jacket material is 100 % polyester, 260 g. 
Color: light grey marl.

WOMEN’S FLEECE JACKET
S   V42800512 
M   V42800513 
L   V42800514 
XL  V42800515 
XXL  V42800516
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Logo imprint on the chest and big tractor imprint 
on the back. Material made of 100 % cotton 
210 g. Color dark grey.

T-SHIRT
S V42804902 
M V42804903 
L V42804904 
XL V42804905 
XXL V42804906 
XXXL V42804907

Women’s stylish black o-neck T-shirt with large 
print of a tractor on the front. T-shirt material is 
95 % cotton and 5 % lycra.

WOMEN’S T-SHIRT
S  V42804102 
M  V42804103 
L  V42804104 
XL  V42804105 
XXL  V42804106

Men’s round-neck T-shirt with short sleeves. 
Front retro style, light worn-look print. 
Material: 100 % cotton.

T-SHIRT
S  V42808202 
M  V42808203 
L  V42808204 
XL  V42808205 
XXL  V42808206 
XXXL  V42808207
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A great sized bag for weekend breaks or 
hobbies. Wide, adjustable and padded shoulder 
strap. At both ends, pockets and reflective 
piping. On the other end, mesh pocket. 
Zippered side pocket. Length 55 cm, height 32 
cm, depth 27 cm. Capacity 47 liters Durable 
material: polyester 600D.

SPORTS BAG
V42802900
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Ecological choice for shopping or traveling 
bags. Fair-sized carrying straps. Reflective 
piping on the side. Inner bottom with drawstring 
and pocket. Length 40 cm, height 42 cm, depth 
15 cm. Capacity 25 liters. Durable material: 
polyester 600D.

TOTE BAG
V42802700

Black backpack with reflective logo print and 
reflective stripes on front pocket. The shoulder 
straps also have reflective details. Padded, sturdy 
back and shoulder straps. Padded inside pocket 
for laptop or tablet. Mesh pockets on both sides 
and large zip pocket on the front. Dimensions: 
height 43 cm, width 31 cm, depth 17 cm. Volume: 
approximately 22 litres. 
Material: Polyester 600d.

BACKPACK
V42802800Comfortable and lightweight black gymsack for 

shoes, sportswear and other uses. The backside 
of the gymsack has breathable mesh fabric. The 
front and inside of the gymsack have a handy 
zipped pocket for small items. The backpack 
has wide shoulder straps that can be adjusted or 
shortened if necessary. The Valtra logo print is 
found on the front. The size of the backpack is 35 
x 44 cm and the material is 100 % polyester.

GYMSACK
V42801950
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KIDS

Zooming around from an early age! Future farmers, 
contractors, little hosts and hostesses only deserve the 

best. Valtra’s children’s clothes have cheerful colors, great 
materials, and fantastic illustrations of different Valtra 

tractors. In addition, there are toys, games and various video 
racing games for all ages.

IF YOU WANT YOUR CHILDREN TO FOLLOW IN YOUR 
FOOTSTEPS, YOU ONLY NEED TO LET THEM DRIVE.
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Girls’ mottled grey T-shirt with short sleeves.  
Tractor print on the front. Very slight puff sleeve. 
Material: 80 % cotton, 20 % polyester.

T-SHIRT
92/98  V42804513 
104/110  V42804514 
116/122  V42804515 
128/134  V42804516 
140/146  V42804517

Girls’ T-shirt with long sleeves and soft carbon finish. 
Glitter print on the front. Material: 92 % cotton, 8 % 
elastane.

T-SHIRT

Large size tractor print in front. Ribbed cuffs and 
hem. Contrast colored inner hood. Material 100 % 
cotton. Color: light grey marl.

HOODIE
92/98 V42803203 
104/110 V42803204 
116/122 V42803205 
128/134 V42803206 
140/146 V42803207
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Sublimation print on the front. Material on the front 
100 % polyester, on the back 100 % cotton. Color: 
light grey.

T-SHIRT
92/98 V42801603 
104/110 V42801604 
116/122 V42801605 
128/134 V42801606 
140/146 V42801607

Children’s soft shell jacket protects against wind 
and light rain. The jacket has a high collar and a soft 
coral fleece liner material. Side pockets with zippers. 
Tractor print on the back and front chest. Color dark 
grey. Material made of 100 % polyester.

SOFTSHELL JACKET
92/98 V42803103 
104/110 V42803104 
116/122 V42803105 
128/134 V42803106 
140/146 V42803107

92/98  V42806513 
104/110  V42806514 
116/122  V42806515 
128/134  V42806516 
140/146  V42806517

Casual kids’ T-shirt and shorts set suitable for 
activities, casual wear and sleepwear. The shirt has 
a round collar. The stripes and the Valtra tractor on 
the front of the shirt are printed. The shorts have 
an elasticated waist and a small back pocket with a 
printed Valtra logo. The light heather grey T-shirt is 
made with 80 % cotton and 20 % polyester. The red 
shorts are made with 100 % cotton.

T-SHIRT AND SHORTS
92/98 V42802013 
104/110 V42802014 
116/122 V42802015 
128/134 V42802016 
140/146 V42802017
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Fun and practical sunshades, for example, in the side 
window of a car. A set of 2 pieces that contains 4 suction 
cups. The size of the sunshade is 43.5 x 35.5 cm and the 
material is polyester.

SUNSHADE
V42808000The child’s reflective safety vest has grey tractor and tyre 

imprints. One size 120/130 cm. Vest material is 100 % 
polyester.

REFLECTIVE VEST

Sublimation printed child’s beanie. 
Material made of 100 % polyester, inner 
lining is cotton. Reflective badge on 
the side.

V42801440 

BEANIE

Two-pair socks set. Woven tractor patterns and logo. 
Material 64 % cotton, 32 % polyamide, 4 % lycra. 
Manufactured in Finland.

SOCKS
28-30 V42803615 
31-33 V42803616 
34-35 V42803617

Kids’ cap with a large tractor-themed 
sublimation printing on the front and on 
the visor. Behind the shawl is the Valtra 
logo embroidery and a reflective seam 
mark. The cap’s material is 55 % cotton 
and 45 % acrylic.

V42801750 
 

CAP FOR CHILDREN

V42802090

Backpack for day clubs, preschoolers or short trips. The 
convenient backpack has adjustable and padded shoulder 
straps and back. Adjustable chest strap with a quick-
release buckle. The backpack includes a soft, detachable 
seat pad. A pocket with a Velcro flap for small items on 
the front and mesh pockets on each side. A D-ring on the 
front and a small zip pocket under the flap.Valtra tractor 
print on the flap and a logo printed on the front pocket. 
Size 35 x 25 x 15 cm. Color: red/grey.

BACKPACK
V42801640

The zip pencil case contains everything you need for 
school: set of Stabilo color pencils, a ruler, an eraser and 
a pencil sharpener. The pencil case also has a coin pocket 
and a small pocket for your timetable. A great way to keep 
your school supplies in order! Size4 x 21 x 14 cm. A Valtra 
tractor printed on the front. Color: red/grey.

PENCIL CASE
V42801650
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19–21  V42803815 
22–24  V42803816 
25–27  V42803817

Soft, high-quality non-skid terry socks  
for babies. Safe with good grip.  
Material: 78 % combed cotton, 18 % 
polyamide, 4 % Lycra. Made in Finland.

5. BABY SOCKS

V42701700Soft blend of cotton and polyester. 
Dimensions: approximately 15 x 15 x 14 cm. 
Stuffing: polypropylene cotton. 

3. TRACTOR SOFT TOY

62/68 V42803603 
74/80 V42803604

Lovely baby clothing set that includes a 
T-shirt, body, pants and headgear. The T-shirt 
collar has snaps, and the body neckline is 
spacious and easy to wear. The pants have 
a comfortable elastic and high ribbing elastic 
at the waist. All of the products have playful 
tractor and logo prints. The products are made 
of 100 % interlock cotton, 200–220 g. The 
clothing set is packed in a gift box of size 26 x 
21.5 x 7.5 cm. 

2. BABY CLOTHING SET

V42801080A selection of dining utensils for children made 
of renewable bamboo. Lightweight but durable 
material. The set includes a dish, a bowl, a 
cup, a spoon and a fork.  The equipment are 
dishwasher-safe, but they cannot withstand 
heating in a microwave oven.

1. DINNER SET

V42801070Farm-theme imprint. Capacity 280 ml. 
Dishwasher safe.

4. ENAMEL MUG
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Fun activities for kids all year 
round! Our range includes toys, 

games and a range of vehicles for 
children of all ages. Valtra’s toy 

tractors bring joy to young drivers 
from one generation to the next!
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V42805200Our latest pedal tractor has Valtra’s superb fifth  
generation design with chrome details. Painted in
splendid Valtra metallic bronze. The hood of the
pedal tractor opens up to reveal storage space. The
seat and pedals can be adjusted according to the
driver’s size. A roll bar is installed behind the seat.
The fixed chain drive is protected, and the tractor is
equipped with an especially strong 12 mm rear axle.
Stub axle steering enables a small turning radius.
Functional accessories for both the front and the
back of the tractor are available separately.
Measurements 109 x 53 x 66 cm. The tread
covering the plastic tires reduces tire noise. Net
weight 12 kg. Recommended age 3–10 years.
Manufacturer Rolly Toys. Made in Germany.

PEDAL TRACTOR
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V42805300Our latest pedal tractor has Valtra’s superb fifth generation design
with amazing chromed details. Painted in splendid Valtra metallic
bronze. The hood of the pedal tractor opens up to reveal storage
space. The seat and pedals can be adjusted according to the
driver’s size. A roll bar is installed behind the seat. The fixed chain
drive is protected, and the tractor is equipped with an especially
strong 12 mm rear axle. Stub axle steering enables a small turning
radius. Functional accessories available separately. Tractor
measurements 146 x 53 x 77 cm. The tread covering the plastic
tires reduces tire noise. Net weight 15 kg. Recommended age  
3–10 years. Manufacturer Rolly Toys. Made in Germany.

PEDAL TRACTOR WITH FRONT LOADER

V42805220A stable twin axle tipper that is compatible with product 
V42805200. Handle-operated tipping function, Measurements  
89 x 43 x 45 cm. Net weight 5.8 kg. Manufacturer Rolly Toys.
Made in Germany.

TRAILER

The pneumatic rubber tires allow you 
to pedal through even difficult terrain 
with ease. Compatible with product 
V42805200 The set includes two pairs of 
pneumatic tires sized 260 x 95 and  
325 x 110. Silverrims. Net weight 7.7 kg.

V42805230

PNEUMATIC RUBBER TIRES

The sturdy snow plough can be attached to the 
front or the back of your tractor, or the arms of a 
front loader. The package includes two adapters. 
The versatile plough is made from plastic and 
includes metallic reinforcements and a separate 
lifting device. The plough can pivot to three 
different positions. Measurements 55 x 13.5 x 34.5 
cm. Net weight 2.8 kg. Recommended age 3+. 
Manufacturer Rolly Toys. Made in Germany.

SNOWPLOUGH
 V42805240

A sturdy front loader with a large bucket. Can be attached to pedal 
tractor V42805200. Measurements 85 x 36 x 50.5 cm. Net weight 2.8 kg. 
Recommended age 3+. Manufacturer Rolly Toys. Made in Germany.

V42805210

FRONT LOADER
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V42201430The pedal tractor has an ergonomic design and 
indentations for the driver’s knees. The hood 
opens up to reveal storage space. Stub axle 
steering enables a smallturning 
radius. Quiet tires and a horn on the 
steering wheel. Trailer available 
as a separate accessory. 
Measurements 61 x 41x 30 
cm. Recommended age 
1+.Net weight 4.2 kg. 
Manufacturer Rolly 
Toys. Made in 
Germany.

SCOOT-ALONG TRACTOR

V42801860 Lightweight but robust kick tractor for the smallest tractor 
drivers in the family. The steering wheel has a nice horn. 
The tractor has a detachable trailer with a bucket and rake. 
The package also includes two sets of stickers. Length 
97 cm, width 30 cm, height 37 cm and weight 3.6 kg. Age 
recommendation 1+. Manufacturer Falk Toys. Made in 
France.

PEDAL TRACTOR, TRAILER & TOOLS

V42805250Single-axle tipping trailer. Compatible with pedal 
tractor V42201430. Measurements 34 x 25 x 30 
cm. Net weight 1.8 kg. Recommended age 1+. 
Manufacturer Rolly Toys. Made in Germany.

TRAILER
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V42201450The pedal tractor has an opening hood anda 
trailer. A sturdy roll bar is installed behind 
the seat. The pedal tractor has a protected 
chain drive with tension adjustment and 
pivot plate steering. The steering wheel is 
attached to a sturdy steering rod. Functional 
accessories available for the rear coupler. 
Measurements 134 x 52 x 47 cm. Net weight 
8 kg. Recommended age 2.5–5 years. 
Manufacturer Rolly Toys. Made in Germany.

PEDAL TRACTOR WITH TRAILER

For the little tractor driver, a journey of dreams! 
The pedal tractor has a Valtra fourth generation 
look and a superb metallic red colour. The two-
wheeled trailer has raised edges for carrying 
a large load; the trailer can be removed if 
necessary. Behind the seat is a roll bar that is 
also removable. Length 162 cm, width 54 cm, 
height 66 cm and net weight 12.5 kg. Maximum 
load 50 kg. Recommended age 3-7 years. 
Manufacturer Falk Toys. Made in France

PEDAL TRACTOR WITH TRAILER
V42801800

The front loader for the 42801800 pedal tractor 
makes the tractor even more fun. Manufacturer 
Falk Toys. Made in France.

FRONT-LOADER FOR PEDAL TRACTORS

V42801810

The rubber tyre set for the pedal tractor provides 
traction for even the most challenging terrain. The 
set is suitable for tyres on the 42801800 pedal 
tractor. Manufacturer Falk Toys. Made in France.

RUBBER TYRE SET FOR PEDAL TRACTOR
V42801830
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Forward and reverse pedal car with the Valtra 
branding. The foot brakes and the freewheel 
guarantee a safe ride. Lightly rotating ball bearings 
and pneumatic tires. Using ball and socket joints 
ensures accurate control. Dimensions:  
1200 x 720 x 770 mm. Age recommendation 3+

ROADSTER GO-KART PEDAL CAR
V42801560

Off-road pedal car that can travel forwards and 
in reverse; with Valtra logo, also suitable for 
larger drivers. The pedal car is equipped with 
free wheel, hand brake, racing steering wheel 
and fully rotating pneumatic rubber tyres. The 
seat position can be adjusted. Sturdy tie rods 
and an oscillating front axle provide accurate 
steering. Dimensions: 1500 x 860 x 800 mm. 
Age 5+. Maximum weight: 90 kg

ROADSTER GO-KART PEDAL CAR
V42701560
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V42801850Valtra T254 Versu with Smart Touch armrest. 
Scale 1:32. Age recommendation 3+. Color: 
metallic white. Manufacturer: TOMY Europe.

2. TOY TRACTOR

V42803450Red Valtra N174 with fully rotatingwheels. An 
agile, lightweight toy tractor. Material plastic. 
Scale 1:32. Recommended age 3+. Manufacturer 
Burago.

1. TOY TRACTOR
V42801909The set includes two tractors and a range of farm 

animals. The tractors are available in blue, red or 
white. Age 3+.

5. TOY SET

V42701920Plastic toy tractor. Length: approximately 7 cm. 
The tractor is available in blue, red or white. 
Age 3+.

6. TOY TRACTOR

V42801890Smart Touch version in delicious metallic orange. 
Scale 1:32. Recommended age 3+. Manufacturer 
Britains. Limited edition of 2,500 pcs.

3. TOY TRACTOR

V42701930Toy tractor with trailer. The tractors are available 
in blue, red or white. Age 3+.

7. TOY TRACTOR WITH TRAILER

V42701910Plastic toy tractor set. Includes tractor and 
attachments, such as plough, swather, cutter 
and tank trailer. The tractors are available in 
blue, red or white. Age 3+.

4. TOY TRACTOR
V42801908The set includes a tractor, farm animals, a 

building for livestock and a grain silo. The tractors 
are available in blue, red or white. Age 3+.

8. TOY SET
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V42802270Children’s play tractor set for the littlest ones in 
the family. The set contains a complete farm  
with animals and a variety of fun activities.  
The required batteries come with the product.

5. TOY TRACTOR SET

V42802230Fun toy tractor with freely rotating tyres and front 
and rear bucket. Length 21 cm. The package also 
comes with 2 traffic cones. Age recommendation 
1+. Manufacturer Dickie Toys.

2. TOY TRACTOR
V42802240A fun toy tractor with freely rotating tyres and 

fun sound and light operation. The tractor also 
comes with a snow plow and snow blower and 
there is a grit container at the rear of the tractor. 
Length 21 cm. Required batteries: 2 x 1.5 V LR44 
(included in the product). Age recommendation 
1+. Manufacturer Dickie Toys.

4. TOY TRACTOR

V42802250A fun toy tractor with freely rotating tyres and an 
entertaining sound and light function. The tractor 
comes with a rake. Length 30 cm. Required 
batteries: 2 x 1.5 V LR44 (included in the product). 
Age recommendation 1+. Manufacturer Dickie Toys.

1. TOY TRACTOR
A fun toy tractor with freely rotating tyres and fun 
sound and light function. There is a transport cart 
behind the tractor, on which a model cow can 
be found. The overall length is 30 cm. Required 
batteries: 2 x 1.5 V LR44 (included in the product). 
Age recommendation 1+ Manufacturer Dickie Toys

3. TOY TRACTOR
V42802260
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GIFTS & ACCESSORIES
Useful utility products for 

home and leisure.
For yourself or as a gift 

for real Valtra fans.
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V42802100Tractor playing cards in cardboard box. 55 cards. 

PLAYING CARDS

V42702100Puzzle of an image of an N4 series tractor.  
500 pieces. Finished puzzle size: 493 x 362 mm.  
Age 9+.

PUZZLE
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Playing together with family 
or friends is the best way to 

pass time. Valtra games have 
options for everyone.

V42802300Children’s farm-themed jigsaw puzzle. There are 
42 pieces, the size of the puzzle is 380 x 300 mm 
and the material is cardboard.

PUZZLE

V42802400Children’s tractor-themed puzzle with a realistic 
tractor. There are 42 pieces, the size of the puzzle 
is 380 x 300 mm and the material is cardboard.

PUZZLE

V42802200An entertaining tractor-themed memory game with 
a total of 72 cards. The size of one card is 6 x 6 
cm and the size of the box is 27 x 143 x 143 cm. 
The material is cardboard.

MEMORY GAME
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V42801670Brushed stainless steel tachometer chronograph 
with durable mineral glass and date display. 
The Unlimited wristwatch is leather and has red 
stitching. The width of the wristband is 22 mm. 
The watch face has a diameter of 43.5 mm and 
features the Valtra Unlimited logo. The watch is 
rated 10 ATM waterproof and the mechanism is 
manufactured in Japan by Citizen OS10. The 
wristwatch is packed in a round, lid-shaped tin box.

2. WRISTWATCH UNLIMITED

Sturdy Valtra suspenders with stylish logo 
printing. The suspenders are packed in a 
nice gift box. The material is 74 % polyester 
and 26 % elastodiene. The clips are made 
of metal.

1. SUSPENDERS
V42801350 V42801680Stylish Valtra wall clock with sturdy metal case 

and high-quality curved glass. The clock has a 
quartz machine with one AA battery (not included). 
Diameter of 31 cm and weight of 1030 g. The wall 
clock is packed in a gift box.

7. WALL CLOCK

V42804000Apron made of sturdy material with adjustable 
neck strap and spacious front pockets. The 
fabric has an impressive tractor-themed print. 
The material of the apron is 65 % polyester and 
35 % cotton, 280 g.

APRON

8. TOILETRY BAG

The toiletry bag with a large 10-mm zipis a roomy 
and convenient travel companion for personal 
items. The fabric is backed with plastic to allow 
for easy cleaning and the storage of wet products 
inside. Both ends of the bag have carry straps 
and there is an additional open pocket on the 
inside. Length 25 cm, height 10 cm, width10 cm. 
Made from durable 600d polyester.

V42801360
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Stylish drinking bottle for office, home or 
hobbies. The bottle is handy for a silicone 
loop and is machine washable, hand-
washable in the cap. The bottle is made 
of Tritan plastic, which does not contain 
dangerous BPA substances. Capacity 600 ml.

3. DRINKING BOTTLE

V42801300Canvas weave belt. Metal buckle with Valtra logo. 
Buckle flip side features a bottle opener. Belt 
length 130 cm. Black/red/grey.

5. CANVAS BELT

V42801090

V42802500

4. GLASS SET
Two 500 ml beer glasses in a gift package.Both 
glasses are engraved with the Valtra logo

42803200Jacquard-woven bath towel with tractor design. 
70 x 140 cm. 100 % cotton.

6. BATH TOWEL
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V42802600Convenient size cold bag for packed lunches, such  
as for drink bottles and bread or even to take along an 
ice cream pack for a car, a backpack or a handbag. 
Length 14 cm, height 25 cm, depth 8 cm. Capacity  
2.8 liters. Durable material: polyester 600D.

2. LUNCH BAG

V42805020One-sided digitally-imprinted blanket. The other 
side of the blanket is white. Size 100 x 150 cm. 
Material made of polyester.

9. FLEECE BLANKET

V42701403Matte black with classy logo and tractor silhouette 
engravings. Capacity 300 ml. Height 85 mm.

7. MUG

V42801550Ceramic mug with sublimation imprint. 
Capacity 300 ml. Dishwasher safe.

5. MUG

V42801530The stainless steel mug keeps the drink cold for 
four hours and warm for six hours. The easy-to-
use cap is lockable so it prevents leakage. The 
cap can be washed in the dishwasher. Suitable for 
most vehicles’ cup holders. Capacity 300 ml.

8. THERMOS MUG

V42801540Keeps the drink hot or cold 24 h. Durable 
stainless steel inner and outer shell. Standard 
patented automatic bottle stopper that can be 
dismantled for washing. The cap closes itself if the 
bottle topples or the drinking cup is screwed into 
place 10-year warranty. Capacity 750 ml.

6. THERMOS BOTTLE
V42806510Impressive tube bandana with tractor sublimation 

printing. This tube scarf can be used as a scarf as 
well as a beanie. The size of the scarf is 26.5 x 50 
cm and the material is 130g / m2 polyester.

3. BANDANA

Thanks to the mobile phone cover on the neck, the 
mobile phone can be safely carried. Waterproof 
and heat sealed pocket made of thick PVC plastic 
also protects against rain and keeps sand, dust and 
dirt away. The handy transparent protective pocket 
allows the touch screen phone to be handled 
through the pocket on both sides, allowing the 
device to be used without removing it from the bag. 
Suitable for mobile phones up to 8 x 16 cm.

1. MOBILE PHONE PROTECTION
V42806500 V42806520The campstool-cold bag combines two important 

accessories equipped with a handy shoulder bag. 
Use together or separately! With a campstool 
equipped with foldable backrest, there is a 15-liter 
cold bag that keeps your lunch cool, hot and fresh 
all day. A handy outfit for a hike, on the beach or 
even for hobbies. You can adjust the shoulder 
strap and remove it completely if necessary. 
Both the chair and the bag are solid polyester. 
Maximum weight 110 kg.

4. CAMPSTOOL
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V42801700Strong steel sheet. Gradations in Celsius and 
Fahrenheit. Two pre-drilled holes in the corners 
for hanging on the wall. Size 6.5 x 28 cm.

2. THERMOMETER

V42801690Strong steel wall plate with 3D embossing. Size 
25 x 50 cm. Four pre-drilled holes in the corners 
for hanging on the wall. Weight 450 g.

1. WALL PLATE
V42807200Metallic key ring.

5.  KEY RING

Retro style coin jar. Removable lid. Jar diameter 
10 cm, height 13 cm.

8. COIN JAR
V42701400

Heart-shaped key ring, 100 % felt. With text  
”I love Valtra”. 6.5 x 5.5 cm. Made in Finland.

7. KEY RING
V42701835

Metal. Can be used as a shopping trolley token.

6. KEY RING
V42802140

Reflective key ring .Size 54 x 85 mm. CE-marked 
product (EN 13356) which is manufactured in 
Finland.

3. KEY RING
V42801050

V42802130Diameter around 3.5 cm.  
Material nickel-plated metal.

4. KEY RING
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Sublimation printed design. Black V appliqué 
on the front. Woven Valtra patch on the back 
seam. Snapback adjustment at the back. 
Material 100 % polyester.  
Limited edition of 1050 pieces.

V42801480

CAP
3D-logo in the front. Soft mesh in the 
back. Adjustable snapback attachment. 
Front material 93 % polyester, 7 % 
spandex. Rear 100 % polyester.  
Color: dark grey marl, black.

V42805800

CAP
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Red. Valtra logo embroidered on the front. 
Unbrushed 100 % cotton. Size 58 cm.  
Slide buckle on the back.

V42501406

CAP

3D embroidery on the front. Sublimation-
printed image of tractor under the peak. 
Embroidered Valtra logo and dual-colour 
snapback fastening at the back.  
Material: 100 % cotton.

V42801420

CAP

Black. Valtra logo embroidered on 
the front. White stitching on the visor.
Unbrushed 100 % cotton. Size 58 cm. 
Velcro strap on the back.

V42501411

CAP

Black. Valtra logo embroidered on 
the front. White stitching on the visor.
Unbrushed 100 % cotton. Size 58 cm. 
Velcro strap on the back.

V42501411

CAP

Red. Valtra logo embroidered on the front. 
Material 100 % cotton. Dual snapback 
adjustment at the back.

V42701710

CAP

Dark grey cap with a slightly distressed 
finish. Imitation leather patch with the 
Valtra logo on the front. Woven Valtra 
patch on the back seam. Adjustable 
buckle at the back. Material 100 % 
cotton, Chino Twill.

V42801470

CAP

Bobble hat with a roll-up cuff adorned 
with reflective thread. A Jacquard woven 
Valtra logo and flashy 3D embroidery on 
the front. The colorful bobble includes 
reflective thread. Reflective, printed 
batch on the back seam.  
Color black/white/red.  
Material 100 % acrylic.

V42801710

BOBBLE HAT

Rib knit beanie with roll-up cuff 
Woven Valtra logo patch on the 
front. Material 50 % cotton, 50 % 
acrylic. 

V42801730

RIBBED KNIT BEANIE

Bobble hat with a roll-up cuff. 
Jacquardwoven Valtra logo and 
wovenlogo patch on the front. Reflective, 
printed batch on the back seam. Color 
red/black heather. Material 100 % 
acrylic.

V42801720

BOBBLE HAT

Straight visor jersey cap. 3D embroidery 
in front. Adjustable snapback attachment 
in back. Material 93 % polyester, 7 % 
spandex. Visor 100 % cotton.  
Color: dark grey marl.

V42801430

CAP
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LIKE THE REAL MACHINE
SCALE MODELS
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V42803420A detailed scale model of Valtra’s fifth 
generation G135 tractor in metallic bronze. 
Scale 1:32. Manufacturer Universal Hobbies. 
Collectible model, not suitable for children under 
the age of 14.

SCALE MODEL
V42803410A detailed scale model of Valtra’s fifth 

generation G135 tractor in metallic olive green. 
Scale 1:32. Manufacturer Universal Hobbies. 
Collectible model, not suitable for children under 
the age of 14.

SCALE MODEL
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WOMEN
BUST SIZE

IN CM
WAISTLINE SIZE 

IN CM
HIP SIZE

IN CM
SIZE INTERNATIONAL

SIZE

82–85 65–67 88–91 34/36 XS

86–89 68–71 92–95 36/38 S

90–93 72–75 96–99 38/40 M

94–97 76–79 100–103 40/42 L

98–101 80–83 104–107 42/44 XL

102–105 84–87 108–111 44/46 2XL

106–109 88–91 112–115 46/48 3XL

WORKWEAR KID´S
SIZE / HEIGHT 90 CM 100 CM 110 CM 120 CM 130 CM 140 CM 150 CM

BUST, CM 54 57 60 64 68 72 78

WAIST, CM 52 54 56 58 61 64 67

HIP, CM 58 61 64 67 70 75 80

INSIDE LEG LENGHT, CM 36 42 48 54 60 65 71

BABIES
AGE INTERNATIONAL

SIZE

0–2 MONTHS 50/56

3–6  MONTHS 62/68

7–12  MONTHS 74/80

12–24 MONTHS 86/92

KID´S
AGE HEIGHT

CM
BUST SIZE

IN CM
WAISTLINE

IN CM
HIP SIZE

IN CM
INTERNATIONAL

SIZE

1–2 86–92 51–54 49–51 52–56 92/98

3–4 98–104 55–56 52–53 57–59 104/110

5–6 110–116 57–58 54–55 61–63 116/122

7–8 122–128 61–64 57–58 66–69 128/134

9–10 134–140 67–70 60–62 72–75 140/146

WORKWEAR ADULT´S
SIZE / 

HEIGHT
40–42

XS
44–46

S
48–50

M
52
L

54–56
XL

58–60
XXL

62–64
XXXL

66–68
XXXXL

BUST, CM 82 90 98 104 110 118 126 134

WAIST, CM 65 75 85 93 100 110 120 130

HIP, CM 86 94 102 108 114 122 130 138

INSIDE LEG LENGHT CM 79 81 83 84 86 87 89 91

LENGHT, CM 167 171 175 178 181 185 189 193

HEIGHT, CM 26 30 33 37 39 43 47 51

OUTDOOR MEN
SIZE /

HEIGHT
44
XS

46–48
S

50
M

52–54
L

56
XL

58–66
XXL

62
XXXL

64–66
XXXXL

BUST, CM 88 94 100 106 112 118 124 130

WAIST, CM 73 80,5 88 95,5 103 110,5 118 125,5

HIP, CM 92 98 104 110 116 122 128 134

INSIDE LEG LENGHT CM 80 81,5 83 84,5 86 87,5 89 90,5

HEIGHT, CM 173–179 173–179 173–179 173–179 173–179 173–179 173–179 173–179

MEN
BUST SIZE

IN CM
WAISTLINE SIZE 

IN CM
HIP SIZE

IN CM
SIZE INTERNATIONAL

SIZE

91–94 78–82 90–92 46/48 XS

95–98 83–87 94–96 48/50 S

99–103 88–93 98–100 50/52 M

104–107 94–97 102–104 52/54 L

108–111 98–103 106–108 54/56 XL

112–115 104–107 110–112 56/58 2XL

116–120 108–112 114–116 58/60 3XL

121–125 113–118 60/62 4XL

OUTDOOR WOMEN
SIZE / 

HEIGHT
32
XS

34–36
S

38
M

40–42
L

44
XL

46–48
XXL

50
XXXL

52–54
XXXXL

BUST, CM 76 82 88 94 100 107 116 125

WAIST, CM 61 65,5 70 76 82 88,5 97 106

HIP, CM 87 91,5 96 100,5 106 112,5 120 127,5

INSIDE LEG LENGHT CM 78 78 78 78 78 78 78 78

HEIGHT, CM 164–172 164–172 164–172 164–172 164–172 164–172 164–172 164–172

Products available in Valtra dealerships countrywide and Valtra online shop at www.shop.valtra.com. 
Shipping costs are added to online shop orders. More detailed order and delivery terms can be found at the 
online shop website. Products are available as long as stocks last.
All rights to alterations and errors reserved.



Valtra Inc.
Valmetinkatu 2, FI-44200 Suolahti

 
Tel. +358 (0)2045 501

www.valtra.com

shop.valtra.com
Tel. 0800 1346 1212

contact.webshop.ex@agcocorp.com
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